






























































Prophecy Notes #16 

 

*In 1925, Universal Pictures released a classic horror movie that was without 

dialogue and in black-n-white . . . “The Phantom Of The Opera”.  From this first, 

came countless others to intrigue the public:  “Dracula”, “Frankenstein”, “The 

Mummy”, “The Wolfman”, and “The Creature Of The Black Lagoon” to name 

a few.  The last classic horror movie according to many was released in 1958, “The 

Thing That Couldn’t Die”.  Oh, to be sure, many other horror movies would 

follow; but because of added profanity, nudity, violence, and vulgarity most would 

be called “trashy not classy”.  What made classic horror movies special was they had 

elements of possible realism that magnified their fright factor.  The monsters were 

unreal but believable all at the same time . . . maybe, just maybe they could exist? 

 

Why am I writing on “monsters of old”?  Because according to Italian philosopher 

and Marxist Antonio Gramsci, the 21st century is going to be the “return of the 

monsters”… the “monsters of new’ you might say.  These monsters will be very 

much real . . . men and women who are narcissistic, atheistic, psychopaths bent on 

violence to anyone and everyone.  These mindless, heartless individuals will be void 

of any moral compass and will abuse, rape, and murder without regret or remorse.  

As Gramsci would later say, “The old world is dying, and a new world order 

struggles to be born . . . now is the time of monsters to bring it forth”.  

Psychopaths will be a tool of evil to bring about a collapse of American sovereignty, 

Christian doctrines, traditional moral values, and the sanctity of life.  A point worth 

keeping in mind:  Psychopaths are in every walk of life:  some are politicians, 

others are ministers; some are educators, others are doctors; some are lawyers, others 

are brokers; some are judges, others are celebrities; some are corporate CEO’s, 

others are military commanders . . . psychopaths encompass the whole of humanity 

with one thing in common . . . creation of a new order and the mass murdering’s 

of all that oppose them or hinder them in the fulfilling of their desires.  The 

horrible, senseless killings in our nation are not accidental, coincidental, or 

incidental; they are intentional to bring about a new order using these “psychopath 

pawns” to hasten the day. 

 

In closing, I’m listing the “signs of a society” that creates the environment for 

psychopaths to flourish . . . God help America.  Remember, psychopaths mirror 

the society: 

 

1.Lack of Feeling . . . emotional zombies that are morally dead. 

 

2.Lack of Conscience . . . no guilt or remorse for hurting others. 



 

3.Unstable Mind and Heart . . . capable of flipping on and off without notice; 

violative, contradictory, and unpredictable. 

 

4.Deceptive and Manipulative . . . liars and connivers at the highest levels. 

 

5.Grandiose Ego . . . a super-person view of themselves. 

 

6.Multiple Aliases . . . constantly changing who they are, what they do, or where 

they live. 

 

7.Reject Responsibility . . . nothing is their fault; innocent victims or wrongly 

accused. 

 

8.No Capacity To Love . . . no feelings, no sympathy, no compassion, no concern. 

 

9.Find Joy In Hurting Others . . . animals, children, elderly, disabled, or the weak 

are their prey. 

 

10.Have Enablers Who Support Them . . . guilt-ridden parents or naive others 

prop-them-up financially and protect them from discovery. 

 

11.Morally Skewed . . .  morally they have no morals, anything goes. 

 

12.Murder Is A Game . . . a power play, a matching of wits with police or 

authorities… a big game. 

 

13.Unchangeable . . . apart from a mirach of God, they will wreak havoc and murder 

till they are taken out . . . “rehab” impossible. 

 

Out of the swamp of a warped, bizarre, wicked society comes warped, bizarre, 

wicked psychopaths.  Perhaps John Wayne Gacy, a psychopath who murdered over 

33 people, said it best on how psychopaths look at life.  He was asked if he had any 

last words to say before he was to be executed . . . he said, “Yes, Kiss My A**”. 



Prophecy Notes # 17 

 

It started as just a light wind, a scattered shower, and a bearable chill . . . no big deal!  Then it came 

out-of-no-where with heavy winds, torrents of rain, and freezing temperatures . . . a STORM of 

great size, strength, and suffering.  We should have seen the “signs” . . . maybe we did . . . but we 

ignored them.  With a laissez-faire attitude and actions, we believed a storm of this magnitude 

could never “hit us” . . . maybe others, but not us.  Now, we see but it is too late; now we believe, 

but it is too late . . . the suffering has come and great will be its misery. 

 

Perhaps you are wondering if I have become a meteorologist or weather forecaster, no I have not.  

What I am doing though is telling you a storm of persecution is advancing at a rapid speed 

toward the CHURCH of our Lord Jesus.  The signs of such are many and intensifying, yet the 

leaders of the church, and Christians in general, choose to be ignorant and apathetic to the danger.  

In his book entitled, “Live Not By Lies”, Rod Dreher describes the climate in America toward 

Christianity as being tolerant at best and hostile at worst.  He also states, in regard to Christian 

beliefs and behaviors, our government and society have become totalitarian in their response.  

More and more, Christians are being seen as villains, extremists, and hate-mongers who need to 

be silenced, separated, and “subtracted” from our culture.  The Pew Research Center recently 

stated PERSECUTION against the church and Christians is dramatically increasing in 

frequency and intensity . . . with most of it government sponsored and supported.  According to 

every “respectable” leader I know, the fury of persecution against believers in America is soon to 

hit and great will be the misery.  Yes, the storm is coming and we better be ready. 

 

Before the storm arrives, we can expect to see more politicians, activists, and secularists 

demonizing the church as “evil” and Christians as “enemies” of tolerance, equity, and 

inclusion for “all” people.  It is the Christian church and its fundamentalists that are obstacles to 

a “new world order” of acceptance and adoration for all people no matter how deviant, decadent, 

and darkened they might be morally or spiritually we shall be told.  Because Christians are non-

compliant and non-compatible with the “Age Of Aquarius”, they must be “cleansed” from 

society we are hearing.  Soon , the Marxists, Fascists, Progressives, Globalists, and Religionists 

are going to come together and put an end to the church and Christians through a 5-Step Process 

of Persecution that is “tried and true” from history past. 

 

*Step One:  Stereotyping* 

Using control of the media, the anti-church and anti-Christian propogandists will blame believers 

in the Lord Jesus as crazed extremists who are hateful, hypocritical, and hostile toward equality 

and equity for all.  We will be cast as bigots, fools, and trouble-makers continually . . . the problem 

in America will be us. 

 

*Step Two:  Marginalizing* 

The church is dated and dinosauric; Christians are irrelevant as cave-men.  Neither have any place 

in our world of enlightenment and advancement.  If the church and Christians refuse to change 

their beliefs and behaviors, they need to be “denied” access to the political processes, educational 

opportunities, and economic practices of society.  Like a cancer, they need to be “cut-off” from all 

cultural accesses. 

OVER 



 

*Step Three:  Vilifying* 

All Christians are evil.  All Christians are ancient relics of the past.  Their presences are a barrier 

to unity and equality for all.  Until this blight is “dealt with”, the problems of our society will only 

worsen.  The Church must be shuttered; the Christians must be silenced is the cry of the people. 

 

*Step Four:  Criminalizing* 

Using the control and power of government, Christians will be “controlled” by local ordinances, 

massive lawsuits, and heavy taxation.  Harassment and charges of hate crimes, terrorist actions, 

and traitorous subversions will be never-ending.  The church will be muted, castrated, and 

regulated by politicians, judges, and activists seeking to end it. 

 

*Step Five:  Eliminating* 

The last step in the “Final Solution” . . . the arrest and deaths of all who claim Jesus’ name and 

hold to the truths of the Bible.  It will begin with the “leaders of our Faith” and trickle down to all.  

The arresting and murdering of thousands upon thousands of Christians will be acceptable to 

society . . . after all Christians are dated, sub-human, trouble-makers who have no rights except to 

die. 

 

These five-steps are not new or novel, anti-Christian governments and societies, have used these 

steps for years . . . and soon they are coming to America.  Once this sequence is set-in-motion, it 

is usually less than a decade before it goes from stereotyping to eliminating. 

 

In conclusion, perhaps you think I’m a little extreme or eccentric.  Perhaps you believe it can’t 

happen in America.  Perhaps you believe the church and believers will be “raptured out” before 

this occurs.  You might be correct on all counts, but suppose it does happen . . . what then?  May 

I suggest some things to consider: 

 

1.Understand “trial runs” are often created to test the response of people.  If we have learned 

anything over the last three years, we have learned the government controls the media, people can 

be “bullied” to comply, those who do not believe and behave as their told are “evil”, and individual 

rights and freedoms mean nothing when the authorities are corrupt. 

 

2.Persecution against sister churches and fellow believers is actively going on in over 76 

countries world-wide.  In all, but a handful of countries, the governments are directly involved in 

the attacks. 

 

3.Christians must be “educated” of the persecution coming and prepared on how to handle 

it.  The model for us is Christ Jesus and His total surrender to God’s Will and love for His 

persecutors (1 Peter 2:23). 

 

4.While we should vote and pursue legal recourse if possible in our persecutions, we should 

not expect politicians or judges to “side” with us.  The darkness, even among conservatives, is 

intense… they will abandon us if it is expedient for them to do so. 

 

 



 

5.Lastly, we must get “serious” about sharing our Faith.  The truth of the gospel and love of 

the Lord Jesus go a long way in “lessening” the animosity of many against us.  Sadly, the church 

has only reinforced the belief among secularists that we are isolationists and indifferent to people 

around us with our silence. 

 

In closing, why not have a talk with your church leadership on their “response” to what may soon 

be here . . . an ounce of preparation is worth a pound of procrastination. 

 

Love, 

 

 

 

Jim 

 

 

Suggested Resources 

1.Erwin Lutzer  “We Will Not Be Silenced” 

2.Rod Dreher “Live Not By Lies” 

3.Victor Davis Hanson “The Globalist Mindset:  They Hate You” 

4.Joel Rosenberg “The Auschwitz Escape” 

5.William Shirer “Rise & Fall Of The Third Reich” 

6.Frank Shivers “Persecution For Christ’s Sake” 

 


